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SILVIA CURBELO

Ruby

Every storm is Jesus 

chasing spirits, twister 

blowing through the clothesline 

of the dead making waves.

There’s a sure thing in the high wind,

old as some stick in the ground.

Time makes an hourglass

out of anything.

Forget thunder, forget

the reckless past.

Keep your hymns short 

and your fuse shorter.

Tell your children there’s 

no free ride to the reckoning, 

no blaze-of-glory color 

to paint this wicked world.

Blue is some skinny dog

lapping brown water 

on the side of the road.

Green is his cup of sorrow.     

Red is for knowing who’s blind.

What Hope Is

Think of the weight of tenderness

or faith. What is willed, what 

is opened. The way someone whispers 

someone’s name into a glass, then empties it, 

swallowing that small word.
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KAREN GARTHE

TraceWalk
                                  
          moving South, mounding the interstate
                                                                   minor scale
                                                                   swamp bowl
      rowing lights and smoke ashes Blowback mesa 
                          Indian    Ground   TraceWalk listening to the dark all
                     your robbers are listening 
      to sanguine
      stories
grass-fed feeding creatures live chitter and the Pale In-BetweenSpirits 
harrowing inches above ground
they step  their halo walk moving on 
                                                     South, how honey hardship seals
                                                           immersed     en trapped
                                                                      B A R G A I NED 
Trace without electrics to squelch
                                                      exceed stars
all prey all preying
their throat-raw pitch rambling no being goes into nothingness
                                            



Presentation Bouquet, Mt. Wilson
             
Mt. Wilson’s great lens is hatching          the tempest of  a star’s departure

and then another sizzling phenomena    then, a new star’s raw natal ascent 

                                                                The Envies sit around and slap
  
                                                                hot dust, cosmic eiderdown hovering

The Eye of  darkness. . .

                          WAIT. . .just Now  the coast’s clear!

the avenue swings its breathy pendulum 

the nighttime castles of  the homeless hunker and pull 

                                                                              in merciful air

the great lens is hatching heavenly presentation bouquets

                        mighty rods with tulip chalice

                                                    End Time bundling 

our animals,  our TrophyEternal fangHorns        skinfuse

                                                            industrial   . . .God bless us senseless   

                                                                 pig cow ashes mix with mine

the science aria pitches conviction from the helicopter                rotary
                                                                                                        
                                                                                      throwing rain
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Script of a night’s ocean            

                    Comfort of  pepper dogs’ joy in the woods
and the moonshine sip    handing back the lost understanding of  
   Imposter
                                      on the rim of  the flavor deal’s
                                                               shakedown
     
                      the performance of  experts’
Especial     fleece     soft     remoteslaughter
                                  The Peace Fountain’s
                            metal      lot
                                            Rubble      Tots    sift
their hard futurestones
alms bucket foundlings (the kind soldiers swing

black money breeds something you feel walking around 
like Spirits in the rich artist’s loft  whose little gods trip. . .   
 

                                        I Dream ofYOU,
                                                                        your each note levitating 
                                the albatross sleeping on grains of  night
flocking like swifts re  form this airscape  
                                                               keenly sifting in unison detail

           Clinking
tumblers in the woods       drinks downwind of  the smokehouse 
purring
words blocky and knocking                                           
and sitting on paradise hill
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The Robe

                of  the shrine built in the gorge
           fatality
                donning. . . caps off 
            to the looming bone pile rattling    
     the cart 
the oiled drafts
Trudge Angel Died Unto Mystery     hooving the cold mountaintop
                             chevron
                                to the point of  hearth apples     arrival
sweet through trains of  alpine    
                     Jet
Black Terrific Stream           pummeling
                         wayward but cohered
                                          Grail Spin thrashing its wine-bloodied stair
                         heavy ox
                         & Vulcan heave iron
     
Youth     At      All      Lost     Roads
driving the river glass of  their own  reflection

     I love you back, I love
the turbulent increase and diminishing
     golden angels
                         & gray concrete
absence whisper turning The Robe,
                                             the phrased tone of  emblem casts there 
                                                  the hearth!
  and there       why, there is ritual tying her bow           lifting
                                                          to dear and dread                      
                                   binding
the   art   of    feeling
The Robe whisper
great crowds snowing under the floor

after “The Crucifix across the Mountains” by D.H. Lawrence
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RAY GONZALEZ

Birds

 For Jim Harrison, 1937-2016

       “All I want to be is a thousand blackbirds
        bursting from a tree, seeding the sky.” J.H.

The birds flew down
and landed on the cactus.
Their pain was God’s.
I lived in the desert
as a small boy, though
the canyons preferred
an old man.
I walked and birds became 
rattlesnakes drinking at
the river because snakeskins
must hang on my wall
so I can finally grow up.

There is a hot wind
that erases footprints
in the arroyo, birds
pecking at the fruit of
the cactus before flying
beyond the saguaros.
The rare thunderstorm
sings over the mountains
and takes more birds
in the pouring rain.
Who is that God that
keeps washing my face
in the great storm?
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Black Veil and Mirror, November 9th, 1918

On his way to his hotel after visiting the gravely ill Guillaume Apollinaire, 
Pablo Picasso enters the lobby and runs into a war widow dressed in 
black by the doors, the windy entrance momentarily brushing her black 
veil against his face, the superstitious Picasso reeling back in horror, then 
hurrying to his room where the telephone is ringing.  As he answers, he 
stands in front of  a large bedroom mirror and is told his dear friend 
Apollinaire is dead.  Picasso stares into the glass.  That night, he draws 
Self-Portrait, November 9th, 1918 sitting in front of  the mirror, pencil and 
drawing pad in his hands, hair neatly combed, the look on his face 
reversed to meet the poet on the other side of  the glass—people asking 
for decades about the last time he drew himself.  Picasso finally answering, 
“The day Apollinaire died,” the pencil and pad used in defiant exorcism 
left in the hotel, the painter carefully removing the drawing and, on the 
way out, meeting the Angel Heurtebise in Jean Cocteau’s play Orpheus, 
who whispered, “Watch yourself  your whole life in a mirror and you 
will see Death at work like bees in a hive.”
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Chihuahan Spotted Whiptail

Its cut-off tail signifies what was carried
across the forehead to hiss in the chalice.

Stained red dots were embedded in the reptilian
skeleton before settling on top of  the head.

The lizard emerged through human white
hair and the infinite flower stare because

whiptail scales in its blinking eyes are
manuscripts lost by the first royal expedition

that crossed the dirt villages, burning them
down like prophetic sun spots. 
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The Burning Father

The burning father discovers his two
sons are on fire, one in flames, the other

hidden in smoke like a train running 
wildly across the hazy earth.

The burning father tries to put out 
the fires, but his sons want their charred

remains to start new families, black
smeared on their faces after their father dies,

his resurrection angering his sons because
he gave them no time, the returning father

reminding them their mother has been gone
for years and she never burned, simply held

out her hands and gently cupped the falling
ashes to her chest.
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Town of Frijoles

  for Juan Felipe Herrera

In the town of  frijoles,
men eat their meals without
washing their hands, wanting
to bless their mothers’ food
with soil from the fields.

In the town of  frijoles,
boys beat on hollow pots,
the last wiping of  their sides
with a piece of  tortilla as
holy a moment as taking
the wafer in church.

In the town of  frijoles,
women undress to keep
their babies warm, stories
whispered into bald heads
revealed as poems decades
later, when it is early.

In the town of  frijoles,
old men cry for their
fathers and mothers,
tombstone ranches dotting
the night moon where 
the pinto aromas extend
beyond the bowl of  the sun.
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LAST WARNING by Robert R. Thurman, 2016
acrylic on paper (14” x 11”)
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JANET KAUFFMAN

Reparations 

red cloth to cover
       the battered mountain
gauze
       for fields of  corn

as well as hands       
       on Lake Erie, the blue-green toxins, 
and muslin 
       on fires blistering

difficult to shroud 
       the miles across the face of  the seas
the decades
       from Mars, our visible scars

debris trails
       small particulates, leaf  litter
a dry scatter
       and sound of  snares

when words fail 
       to materialize 
clear water 
       or airy ecosystems, or soothe with
 
the letter o
       especially
well then  
       breath fails too.
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In the aftermath 

In the aftermath of  purple cress, the cut-out leaf  and shell casings, 
splints the ice water saws right through, blue ashes snap and uproot 
cohosh, white snakeroot, the green enameled floors too, one wall flies 
out the window if  they say so, and they do, they did turn things around, 
the sandbar upstream sprawls here now.
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Instead of flying in water 
 
Instead of  flying in water, fish swim
and my mother wonders if  they could
defy expectations.  Just once.
Part the waters, take off and join
the old gang, schools of  anabaptists
flying through sheds and airy quadrants—
their arms the arms of  the great blue
heron, star-nosed mole, mottled sculpin—
as tyrants fall and before new ones
crop up, gut the sky, and claim all things
feather, skin, scale.
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Long knives are shelved 

Dolled-up deer with white paint around their eyes, and muskrats in 
cattails swaying—evensong, evensong. Long knives are shelved, they 
cut air only.  Fog somehow slides by. A boy walks home via coyote. And 
at sunset, a woman watches a dress flame in the swamp. On a stake. 
Two minks ditch and dive, voguing, roundabout. Water whips. People 
upslope say water whippets, but that’s for a laugh. They walk inside and 
turn the cameras off.
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A warring machine

A warring machine
flexes, exploding
bird song.
The wren 
in the redbud.
Cataclysm
and chorus.
This place
or the other,
so many
lines drawn, 
and not one is
nature
poetry.
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RIGHTY TIGHT! by Janet Kauffman, 2016
digital image
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TENTACLE ON! HOSES OFF! by Janet Kauffman, 2016
digital image
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JOHN CROSS

Dudley’s Massacre

Everything keeps pulling to the
left margin, toward a point of
origin, a strumming of  zithers, a
full stretch of  the slingshot not
far from the soft-serve ice-cream
palace. Plumes of  summer
clouds, sudden storms,
something cool, sweet, &
fleeting, I went fishing with my
dad once not far from here, near
the library, where the Indian
Guides & the screeches of  their
metal folding chairs made us
uncomfortable, so we left the
library & fished the Saturday
morning rapids. Later from
garage & basement I Ampegged a
deeper thunder through the
neighborhood, something they
could feel, but someone stole the
amplifier & now the bees have
been Africanized, so they’ll have
to go away too. The big cats in
the zoo still pace their cages.
Someone thought we should call
it the “corrections” system.
Someone else thought we should
trust Exxon. I wonder who will
collect the damage deposit, their
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trucks’ rumbles, screes, & back-
up beeps. From this distance I
mistake the wind for voices:
gathering Queen Anne’s lace &
lupines outside the old
workhouse, prying loose the
boarded window with my belt
buckle, Black bear, Graceful
underwing. We didn’t catch
anything that Saturday 40 years
ago. There’s so little left in the
river that metaphors don’t make
sense here anymore. The only
signified is revenant in transport.
I’ll wait here, floating for a
moment, cartoon Coyote over
the abyss, seeking a sacred space
chosen for its echoes. Hello. 
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Endangered Animals of Ohio

Muggy July rigging sprung & lacunaed, it’s slip-trap who’s never known 
   the ropes
Pedaling a stolen bike under the moon all fractured & scattered & rows 
   of  stitches

I climb & glide to the midnight sidewalk sale & I’m wads of  string   
   untuned & tangled
Into these attending spaces between words & their phantom limbs 

Was I not once the fiercest & cruelest seeking a purer language as true 
   & starless as a grave in wool 
It should have been easy: blossoms in spring & fruit in fall, but I can’t 
   keep things straight anymore

& we trudge away dressed in mud like stars dug out of  the earth our 
   hearts the heavier from pried openings
“Sacrifice perimeter, village of  ghosts, let’s do Monday, there’s no 
   horizon there”

Only the fragments of  the present tense of  a warm July evening illumined 
   by messiah-searchlight glares
Preachers of  commerce hawking their wares & at home the promise of  
   someone’s walking on the moon—
mute, invisible, & on fire (& “every bird of  every sort” & Mitchell’s 
   satyr butterfly
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DIANE GLANCY

The Lost Notebooks of the Painter’s Wife

                                      [a work in progress]

Often I was on the road when the spirits struck.  They made little whizz 
sounds.  Sometimes a cluck on the windshield if  they threw pebbles 
from their landing wheels.  They looked sloppy.  You’d think they’d 
dress not in work clothes.

Lightning moves like a piece of  furniture across the sky.  Not a bolt of  
lightning, but a sudden flare of  light in the distant clouds solid as a chest 
of  drawers.  I see the shapes of  clouds in the lightning.  They are ghost 
shapes for Lloyd’s paintings— images of  horses and Indians.

The critics say his paintings are plain as wallpaper. Simple as house 
paint.  But he keeps painting in blocks of  yellow, pink, blue, red.  

Last night, the full round moon over the mowed field was a hay-roll.  A 
moon so bright I said, who left the ceiling light on up there?  I want to 
hold the yellow of  the moon.   I want Lloyd to smear the canvas with 
nothing but yellow.  I feel the way yellow turns the corner on a bicycle.

Painting is an alignment of  color and the ideas shaped by color.

You should keep a journal, I tell the painter.  But he won’t write down 
any of  his ideas.  You see, these journals of  his are mine.  I take the 
notes I hear him say, but neglect to write. 

I listen when he talks to himself—or talks to the paintings.  I listen, but 
never hear them talk back—though I think he hears them.
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I hold my wooden spoon in the batter, stirring and stirring as I hear his 
words.  They can’t be left in the bowl.  Unbaked.  

The spirits kept shipping boxes.  I could not make them stop.  Boxes of  
words.  Untamed.  Irreconcilable.  At times, I tried to get away from 
them.  Taking the interstate through the desert.  The random back-
roads.  They still showed up.

The spirits delivered the voices in travel.  There always were stories.  I 
appropriated the boundaries of  overlapping narratives.

I felt the threat of  language to storm.  To morph into what it is not.  I 
felt a bulging of  form.  Two voices moved into one.  What was I trying to 
get at?  Something considered from a different point-of-view?  Theory 
in the narrative set?

A small transport.  Something like a postage stamp. 

Blue is not the sky.  Not the sea.  But the edge of  a road as it disappears 
over a hill.  Blue is alone.  By itself.  Blue is the edge of  sleep.  Blue is 
a slope over which I fall each night and face the dark so unknown I 
cannot wake Lloyd.

Lloyd tells his colors to be quiet.  Sometimes they don’t like to be beside 
one another.  I hear them fuss.  He tells them, a single color is not 
interesting until another color is added to it.  Then dialogue starts 
between the colors.  I could hear them say, move over.  You’re in my 
way.  Quit crowding me.  Find somewhere else to go.   I don’t want to 
stand next to you.

Lloyd looks at the colors until he finds what they say—the way lightning 
at night exposes the clouds hiding there.

Would you believe the yellow that is behind brown?—or the blue beneath 
the black?   He covers the canvas with yellow paint.  He lets it dry.  Then 
he wipes it off—or what he can of  it off.  
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Yellow is a horse loose from the corral of  His Greatness, the sun.  Yellow 
is the edge of  a word.   It is the memory of  a field so white it is yellow.  
So bright I close my eyes.  A brilliant spot stays on the inside of  my 
head.  A visage.  A sun spot.  Yellow walks behind the eyes.

Now it is evening.  His Greatness has left the house with his walking 
stick.  He is gone someplace else to stir the heat.

I let his words dry, then wipe some of  them away.  I use his process to 
keep his journals.  It’s what the painter calls, under-painting.

In the desert there is momentum.  
A train with several engines—but not enough rail-cars for them to pull.  
What would the train do with the power beyond what it is called to do?  
Those are the early years for the painter.  
An engine forward.  An engine backward joined together. 
Sometimes a train waits on a side-track while another train approaches 
and passes.
A train is a moving canvas.  
See the bold letters painted on the sides of  its rail-cars.  

Sometimes a train is a verb.
Sometimes a verb is a train.

There is a wiping away of  the surface to get at what is beneath.  

I read   him      the newspaper    a tornado wiped the   pasture    of  a horse 
farm.      Most   dead.    One   found      alive    on   roof  of     crumpled 
school.   He   only  hears—horse        in   air    legs  fly        pasture split
cormorant    [that inserted from   where?]       You      listening?   I ask.
What?    He   looks    and   noting      he    makes                       sees.

Once Lloyd fell from a train when it stopped in Reno.  He tripped on 
the steps.  He was three.  He was wrapped in a sheet while his nose and 
upper lip were sewn up.  
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To this day, he didn’t like anyone close to my face.

A train is a body wrapped in a sheet.  Arms held flat to the side against 
the body.  The train with its crossties like stitches.

What exactly is Indian art?  A portrait of  the noble savage?  The drunkard 
on the street?  It’s hard to look at the decimation of  a people—but it’s 
in America’s past.  The country must remember on some level even if  
we’ve squashed it inside the national memory and think it isn’t there.  
Put your hand in the air—you can feel it fly— 

I make biscuits, cutting them out in triangles, folding them over.  I have 
an old pair of  scissors.  They squeak like birds when I cut.  Once in a 
while, the painter looks up from his coffee.   

After breakfast, the painter goes to his studio.  I wish I had something to 
absorb me.  Work—that’s what he has.  I sit at the kitchen table with my 
head in my hands.  It is then I begin to hear the voice of  colors.  White 
is a stove.  It is a canvas passing from the cold of  a desert night to the 
autumn heat of  mid-day.

The voice of  green is shade from the sun.
One afternoon I see green has four paws.
When it turns, I see it has a tail.

I make something there, the painter says to me.  I make something 
there also, I answer.   I make cornbread out of  nothing.  I borrow flour 
and lard.  I have a cup of  sugar and an egg.  This is my art—I make 
cornbread that crumbles because I have only one egg.  The painter 
thinks about the egg.  He wants to paint a horse the color of  a yolk.  I 
share the cornbread with the neighbor where I borrowed the lard and 
flour.

What is it now?
Not his usual despondency— 
his need for solitude.
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The painter is at the doctor.  It is tuberculosis.
One of  the Indian diseases.

I will be left with his paintings.  And his words about the paintings.  
No—they are my words about his paintings.  My words stolen from his 
mouth.

I take the notebooks to the art dealer after Lloyd’s death.  I ask if  he 
wanted to buy them.  He said he would look at them, and let me know.  
But he lost them.

Later, a few lost pages found were found.  The art dealer returned them 
to me.  The notebooks had come apart.  Someone had disposed of  
them.  As I read the pages, I could hardly tell Lloyd’s words from mine.
The shuffling of  all of  the words.  The holding onto what is left.
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SIMON PERCHIK

*
Gradually, you can tell from its silence
this fence was building a bridge
though it’s the rust spreading out
 
that makes it so—you think it’s plankton
and how hurried was the river
when each afternoon still reaches out
 
becomes a sea again, heating the sun
with the same shadow
that leans against this iron gate
 
lets its great weight open the Earth
though nothing is left in your arms
is held anymore—you think it’s raining
 
as if  that’s all there is in the water
that could help you breathe
without leaning over.
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*
You clam though it’s the sea falling away
lets this rake threaten it yet go free
taking you along, knows all about going off
 
disguised as a night that reeks from salt
to keep from sinking—you reach for the bottom
the way your casket disappeared with a candle
 
made from paper—it was an old love note
in pencil, with nothing on the back
then folded over and over to fit into your hands
 
as moonlight—even now this long, wood handle
ties you dead to water—you hear the splash
giving up, lying down, at last what it wanted.
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*
Upside down, as if  this cup
was once a blossom
would overflow with the tears
 
mourners fill then row ashore 
—it’s empty, close to the grass
though her grave is still damp
 
from this hillside washing over it
scraping from these headstones
a lighthouse for each wooden boat
 
pulled from the sea—you heard
a trumpet when the cup capsized
is done, put down its sound
 
as if  there was nothing to lower
that wasn’t crushed on these rocks
still trying to lift, one after another.
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DIALOGO 03 (NUMB) by Cristian Del Risco, 2016
mixed media on paper (16” x 16”)
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DIALOGO 04 (NOAH) by Cristian Del Risco, 2016
mixed media on paper (16” x 16”)
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ROB COOK

Leaving York College for the Radioactive Planet

A man tries to remember the moods of  Allentown 
the day a bus left him there with nothing 
but a head full of  bandannas and a check for fifty cents.

It wasn’t that the spandex music era was dimming.
It wasn’t the escape techniques he learned
dropping out of  college after ten days 

and handing over to the Trailways agent 
the most vulnerable part of  his money.
It wasn’t the insides of  the payphone scarred 

with a previous man’s coughing.
It wasn’t fear so much as a dark knowledge 
of  what was waiting twenty years away: a psychology degree 

that wouldn’t hold up to a kindergarten interrogation, 
seventy thousand dollars in student loans, 
and even more telephone silence north of  New Jersey; 

decades old, unemployable, his only skill 
writing doomed poems to birds in different cities,  
the land lost to empty houses where cats 

starve on wood and paint that’s already gnawed,
and the country asleep in prison cubicles,
all the people he assumed would save him,
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tell him he looked fine while he tried to endure 
the shivers brought on by white bread and raw conversations
   with no one.
It wasn’t that his parents still lived two hours away.

It wasn’t that his physique resembled a sadness found only in books.
It was a talent for sharing his own death with others
during the easiest time to be alive. 
 
It was the men who knew where he was somewhat conscious
and chose not to trust the direction of  that shyness, 
that trance found mostly in clocks and their cold orbits.

It was because every song sneered at him,
from headphones and boom box incubators, 
slow speed shopping malls, men working at music stores.

It was because he earned a fortune in failure
and learned how to stay more than one mistake behind 
without attracting jukebox decomposition.

Nothing about him remembers what happened 
to the roommate he left at the bottom of  a similar 
loneliness, because when that hexed Amish country 

nostalgia was taken away and he said he was looking 
for Allentown—it’s where he hid his dying rock bands 
inside a girl with her lights on—no one knew how to find it. 
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Richard Seaver: A Memoriam 

Oh, your journal has improved slightly, Darlene Denton tried to say
in the past-maybe tense—a truer form of  compassion—

stranded in a gaze from some interior Sorbonne.

Did you sell it at St. Marks
like I told you, where even the work
of  many Bukowskis can mend?

She no longer edited the footfalls from the books at Arcade Publishing. 

Dick Seaver died. 
Dick Seaver died.
Dick Seaver died—

On a day with a darkness Beckett couldn’t hide—

To remember this. 

And in saying silence, to speak of  what’s most correct.

(And because I didn’t know that Richard Seaver once called Samuel 
Beckett “Mr. Beckett,”  the light feels heavier than it should.)

And the gardener of  young, possibly frightened manuscripts gazes, 
   in whispers,

in mannequin French,  as if  defending a book of  grad school 
   silence,
               (with an ennui credited to an early, dishonest reading house)     
                  at a poem of  my own:
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Surely a man who deletes the syllables 
from the Ancelian hypothermia
and the moans from the wrong Sappho

pillages a belatedly-tilled garden 
of  typewriters and moth balls
while, stone and bug from here—

the studied way Seaver left 
the cloudless day in place—
we can watch his emptied 

shoes tunneling for sunshine,
as every pen-scratch likewise lived
and betrayed the same trickle of  light.

“Every word but Seaver seems an appendage,” she says with more 
   than one frown—
once all forms of  compassion fail—staring at my slowness like 
   a pencil when it breaks.

   Still.  I talk about things.     

                     The interests of  moonlight.

                     The obsessions of  a toxin when it’s gone.

And whatever plagiarized day it is, 
Darlene Denton will be smaller than me by seven years of  surveillance
and closer to Beckett by a distance I don’t understand or possess

(how deep the holes in a dictionary, for example)

and will not feed my shoelaces
and will not feel me for my nooses

and will not tell my stolen shadows how well the silence between 
rooms was written.
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The Devil’s Thursday

Pistol-tall Steven Kise strips his own apartment—
its wallpaper meals 
and coat-hanging kilns 
and frustrated sleep—

until the window’s one
thought shows 
itself—

and such a scribbled man!

He looks outside on his television
and watches
the trees passing by,

and a boy, another clump of  gun mold, 
pulling the Santa Maria 
behind him like a little red wagon.

Steven remembers setting up his bicycle 
in the middle 
of  busy Mr. Herman Road 
and spitting
            at the drivers honking past
him changing
his tire right there, on the double
yellow stripes, 
            slow as the heat’s last turtle.

“I was born in a turkey’s gut.”
he tells anyone 
                          who wants 
to know.
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The cities of  dark Pennsylvania
lose their families when 
the boy asks his mother
if  the wind is really the streetlamps 
pointing to where he’s tired.

She tells him, instead, that no one knows 
when Scranton disappeared,
or which day of  wind it followed—

she’s more than vodka-blind now,
and serious as a pocket knife—

and not if  his father, 
now driving the ground in his 40’s,
survived even one 
of  his television’s dark wishes,

or how many buried themselves there
with crimson war paint,

Appalachian parking lots, 

coal foliage, 
recovered Delaware River twilights.

“It don’t matter if  another person accuses you 
as someone who might’a once been tired,” 

she tells him on another day 
with no “faith in poverty” 
levels reported,

no news coverage
from migrant colonies with unemployment 
and window trance
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in which only the wives
closest to passing out 

talk about the faking of  Pittsburgh,

or the handsome, sparsely-worded 
anchor paid to say, always:

“Tonight at eleven”—

or online where it is never 
day or night.

Look where the forced smile 
has left him a pile 

of  epithets, eligible 
and seconds-deep.

His noose flickers with new fallen leaves,
       
and the programs of  incoming winter
cut to their

pharmaceutical lullabies,

arranged 
by school inebriations
and turkey turnouts—

the people don’t really think this,
or even notice

similar losses of  light—

too many dead or still moving on their plates,

wishbones wrapped 
in the tremors of  a day-old newspaper.
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The Kise men 
and the Sipley men 
and the Wardell men 
who hear nothing 

eat with their rifles. 

Not their wives. 

Each head of  his household sets out,
drunk

or hatchet-starved
or less,

for another uncharted table
on the devil’s

Thursday—

what the families
from the cafeteria Novembers

called, “obtaining thanks”—

a day or more past the Dexedrine crashes 
and razor-blind highways 
between Blairstown

and Mount Pocono,

not roads to those towns, 
but slit wrists drying on maps 
no one uses anymore,

maps of  the sunlight, which returns 
vandalized every morning

from a tavern’s birdless foraging,

and greets yet another redneck uncle—
George Kise—
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nailing the day’s paper to the wall
and shooting his clan stranded there,

growing like lost red wagons,
 
the bedrooms likewise lost in the woods 
with the rest of  the explorers,
three generations of  shit-kickers
clanging into each other
with Budweiser witching chimes,

shooting at the tables of  the squirrels,
shooting at the trees,
shooting at the last lynched leaf, 

shooting at each other and each other and each other,

shooting at another house—

his name is David Talley
and he once collected Spider Man cards—

 
another house protected from the woods with its shrieks
   of  failing children.
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HOLLY DAY

Flowers in Shades
 
on a beach of  blue and white ink, upright stalks unleash
against a wall, spout down-turned flowers on thin stems
faces like tiny men. my garden makes me think of
 
suntanned boys resting after a hard surf, girls parading in swimsuits
ancient monks experimenting with eugenics, octopi
unfurling great purple tentacles in shallows
flashing bits of  oiled, fluttering flesh with each passing breeze.
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Listening
 
In the shadows of  derelict trains, four bloody fingertips tumble
   into a pile
disordered as books balanced on the head of  a sad librarian.
   The donor,
arms around God, will remind you of  these fingertips on the day 
   you meet her
on your first sunrise as a fresh body in the morgue
on that day you believe you will be able to go anywhere
because of  the few memorable good deeds
you’ve performed, your repeated acts
of  contrition.
 
When you get tired of  carrying her fingers in your pocket
pretending that you were the one who severed them from her hand 
   in some bizarre
rite of  manhood, you will have to find a new place to hide them
perhaps in the folds of  a stranger’s sofa, a dentist’s lobby, stuffed
in the cavity of  a patient during open heart surgery, in the bottom
of  the kitchen trash.
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DROLLERIE 1 by John Digby, 2016
collage
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DROLLERIE 3 by John Digby, 2016
collage
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DROLLERIE 13 by John Digby, 2016
collage
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DROLLERIE 16 by John Digby, 2016
collage
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ZHANG JI 

Anchored at Maple Bridge at Night

The moon is setting low
and crows are cawing continuity 
in frosty weather

The sky has the appearance of  a frigid shadow

At the Changjiang river fishing boats 
are burning their reed torches
as the fishermen fall into a fretful sleep

From The Hanshan Temple outside 
the Suzhou town a bell strikes midnight
as a passenger boat docks into port

Translated by Hong Ai Bai and John Digby
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LI BAI

The Moon Over the Border Mountains

The bright moon is radiating a silvery light 
over a sea among dark drifting clouds 
                                                                                                                                                      
A wind has blown for thousands of  miles
even reaching the Yumen border pass

Emperor Han Xia and his troops were
once trapped in Baideng Mountain
for seven days

Nomadic tribes have always been a threat
in Qinghai looking for any chance to invade

This area throughout history 
has always been known for battles
seldom did local people 
see soldiers return home alive

Captive prisoners stand and stare                                                                                                                                            
at the border yearning 
to return to their villages

Their wives back home stand
on rooftops the very same nights
staring and sighing in despair

Translated by Hong Ai Bai and John Digby 
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GEORGE KALAMARAS

One Night

One night in the woods I took the moon-flooded leaves and slid them 
   slantwise through the throat
One night, who but a dog gone mad on the rabbit scent would track 
   the fallen body of  a hummingbird moth
One day burning into night, fragments of  a supercontinent broke off 
   into my late afternoon nap
Night, one day, was large, expansive, fifty-nine times the size of  a 
   marine turtle digesting sea-lice of  the Galápagos
Slowly, one slow woods one night adored nothing but huge portraits 
   of  raccoon saliva
And river tremblings of  leaves caught in the wind as tiny tornadoes 
   and beehive bassoons
One day I sat in the woods and realized there is a hound dog in me
One night I tried to shake it off, out of  me, but my motion was that of  
   a dog relinquishing rain to the mocking music of  locust thrust
One wooded day was the shelterbelt of  night
One night was husked in the woods all day long
Mistaken, embraced, history held forth that one day night would 
   remain trapped in the shagbark of  a hickory grove
One sycamore said, No—there is more than one state tree
One sassafras hollow filled throughout the night with a most 
   sorrowful rain
One pack of  bluetick coonhounds stayed blue, one night, even when 
   crossing the rust-belt water of  the swampy dark
One redbone coonhound refused to snooze one night near the iron 
   ingots of  stove
And a brace of  beagles went from hare, to coon, to possum, to skunk
A possum, one day, woke with thirteen tiny embryos in its pouch,
   begging for moist-dark night
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One starlight, that is, stayed hidden at the eleventh teat
And night, one day, stayed all light long
The hummingbird moths gathered on a night of  rain and begged 
   the full moon to shock their wings into flight
And the famous White Buddha, on the outskirts of  Seoul, somehow 
   appeared near the velvet snout of  a hound crossing the river 
   from Madison, Indiana, into Trimble County, Kentucky
One world kept breaking apart yet remained the same
Take a Chinese inn, a Sarajevo train, for example, a trespasser 
   wriggling on his haunches simultaneously in Kankakee and 
   Carbondale, Illinois
One night the moon-filled woods snuffed out the hunting lamps
   near the dogs
And the hounds howled as if  touching each other
As if  trying to touch each other
As if  reaching out through the dark to insure they were no longer 
   alone and were touching each other and the Oneness, one night, 
   evacuating the spillways of  the moon
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Snow on the Backs of Animals. Letter to Dan from Centennial

Because there is snow on the animal’s back, Dan.  Snow on the backs 
of  our tongues. Because our dogs are the backs of  tongues.  Our tongues.  
And the way we walk and pant and sleep.  Whether a retriever at your 
side or a hound dog at mine, the Chinese poets of  the T’ang held cats 
in their lap.  Snow in the Chungnan Mountains is rain in the Sierra 
Nevadas.  When it rains, it rains bats and frogs.  The furry, reptilian 
parts of  the heart.  Here, take this tongue, I’d say, and you’d sense it all the 
way in California.

I’m in Centennial, an hour from Laramie, overlooking the Medicine 
Bows.  We words, we timber, we wood.  We shutter and mutter and 
splint.  Wood-splints, I say, in the thick musky dusk.  Remove the pituitary 
gland of  a freshly fallen elk, and you can scent the many decades west.  
The road from Laramie to Centennial winds wide.  And all the views 
of  everything below is all we have lost.  The heights.  The dreads.  Well-
buckets raised from the cracked rib of  an owl, when the night is long 
and starlit and minced.

I’m thinking of  that fawn you wrote about, Dan, and the way the coyotes 
yoated midnight down the draw.  I walked down near the Elkhorn last 
night, where bears den in the mist, and the wild dog howls sounded my 
heart.

Let’s say the Japanese tea ceremony included a mixture of  monk hair, 
possum bone, and Kyoto mist.  I’m serving you a cup of  yourself, just in 
writing these words.  There are at least two ways to pronounce Sumac, 
one of  which sounds like the leather around our feet.  What has died has 
died?  What has died, Dan, to clothe and keep us warm?  Unto what do 
we giveth our tongue when we say the right name through just the right 
slime?  Snow.  Snow on the backs of  mammals.  Their great lumbering 
is a Bactrian load all the way from the Gobi.  There are jewels in my 
hand, jewels in my mouth.  Spices and fires and teas.  And east as west.  
Direction, a state of  mind.  If  you misspell mouth, part of  the word burns 
off into moths against the lamp.  The way we walk and singe and sleep.  
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Two retrievers—one on your left, one on your right.  The hound dog in 
my heart howling all the way from Wyoming about the wrong way west.  
That fawn, Dan, and the way parts of  us break off.   Pray and die and 
flee.  Here in Centennial, which—with rain at these heights—could be 
the Chungnan Mountains and the Chinese part of  my heart.  There, 
on the backs of  our tongues, where we tender the names of  our dogs, 
most loved, somehow holding what rain freezes into.  Snow from the 
backs of  all we might possibly be.                                               
                                                                       (for Dan Gerber)
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Letter to Paul from Timnath

I’m in Timnath, Paul, just southeast of  Fort Collins.  Population 223.  
Former route of  the Greeley, Salt Lake, and Pacific Railway.  There’s 
a graveyard.  The First Presbyterian Church.  An elementary school.  
That’s about it.  Oh, and the Independent Order of  Odd Fellows—site 
of  bake sales twice each year.  For Reznikoff and Oppen, the ongoing 
concern was language in relation to objective details of  the worlds we 
complete.  The digestive tract of  a dust mite resembling ours, for example.  
Oleander leaves—eaten by bees—and excreted into poisonous nectar.  
You know I do not exaggerate.  When we lost our Colorado home last 
year in the wildfire, I was sure it was an incantation I neglected to chant 
the year before over bodies of  sunburned ants.

I understand the queen termite’s abdomen continues to grow throughout 
her life.  Eventually, she may lay as many as 34,000 eggs a day.  The 
body of  the poet has an exoskeleton of  words and phrase, endings and 
embrace.  Complex breathing cues resembling rhythmic contractions 
of  the brain.  Some hurt.  Some urge.  Some excrete a sticky substance 
from a cavity whose origins are lost in antiquity.

Tell me, my brother.  What is “Marxist amnesia”?  In what ways did 
Trotsky resemble a horse?  Bolshevism was corrupted by a linguistic 
schism?  Schism, best defined, is the burial place of  Richard Hugo’s 
diseased left lung?  The one removed a year before his death?  The one 
pulsing somehow through a mound of  Missoula muck?

Timnath, as a town name, is severe.  Weighty promise of  a psalm.  The 
fourteenth chapter of  The Book of  Judges.  The practice of  whip-slash 
and asp.  Stones in the mouths of  the banished.  The place Samson found 
a Philistine wife.  You named your magazine The Bitter Oleander.  Words 
that plant.  Plants that heal yet hurt.  Poems that spread an umbrella 
across sun-slant of  the untimely bled.  What part of  the human vowel 
is poison?  Is the leg spur of  a platypus—one of  only three egg-laying 
mammals in the world—composed of  such tender complexity, even 
with venomous gall from a crural gland?
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Dear Paul B. Roth.  I just—this moment—realized why you so love our 
dogs.  Your old fella, Bodhi.  My two girl-hounds, Barney and Bootsie.  
As long as I’ve known you, I never unraveled the riddle of  the first letter 
of  your middle name.  Here, help me breathe.  Bee intestine.  Blake.  
Buffalo Bill.  Borges.  Paul Blackburn.  Hugo Ball.  Nanni Balestrini.

If  Georges Braque were alive in Timnath, he’d also slant edgewise 
through the B of  your name.  He’d paint a portrait of  a beehive from 
the inside.  The geometric space of  workers working the work of  the 
secret name.  He’d interrogate a bee intestine, exposing slow moments 
of  partially digested grief.  He’d be an Odd Fellow, I’m sure.  Build a 
tavern overlooking the graves—a shot-and-beer-joint shading yards of  
the Timnath dead—and name it Bitter Toe Meander.  Hang a sign, out 
front—for all who pass—of  a left foot walking away.
                                                                         (for Paul B. Roth)
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IVAN ARGÜELLES

President Obama Visits Hiroshima

140,000 teakwood arhats evaporated
                                                            in an instant
140,000 plum and cherry blossoms incinerated
                                                            in an instant
no less a phantom than Prince Genji
                                                            in his silken finery
the president of  the United States
                         the wealthiest country in the world
in his suit and tie no less a ghost than
       whose memory he observes in his
total elegance and handsome as Prince Sakyamuni
                 embraces the sick and the decaying
the corpses of  140,000 shadows
                and in the soughing of  the spring wind
hears the voices of  140,000 human beings silenced
                                                        in an instant
nor does the fragrance of  plum and cherry blossoms
                                                    linger in the air
the wings of  a great poem beating in the wind
                                                     cannot be heard
for the roaring of  spectral bombers overhead
                     memory of  an enormous magnesium flower
blooming in the ash pit of  the world
                                is slowly become extinct
for the president of  the United States carries nothing
of  the past in his silk handkerchief
leans over and embraces a survivor
many are the words of  peace and messages
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140,000 shadows burnt into concrete
                                                                     cannot hear
multiple demons figures drawn from nightmares
tiny stenciled death-heads by the millions
worn as a garland around the reverend throat
of  the president of  the wealthiest country in the world
skeletons bobbing up and down pull at his ears
saying they want his money his metals his grassy lawns
what can he hear this elegant handsome as Sakyamuni
more phantom than the ghost of  Prince Genji
weighing in the palm of  each hand
as he faces the hundred cameras
                                        140,000 shadows
there is a roaring of  islands drowning
of  terremoto and tsunami and braids of  human hair
wound around the sky’s slender throat
colors racing from green to deadly envy paint the horizon
clouds of  fiery asphalt and sulfur
crowns of  emperors and nails of  saints
everything becomes a furious EXCLAMATION
as the president of  the United States
stares into an irreversible lens
seeing but not seeing what
                        the wealthiest country in the world
                                          has accomplished
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CLAUDIA REDER

Orpheus in Manhattan

i.
Orpheus wanders used bookstores,
flips through Sonnets to Orpheus.
He avoids the cheap fare of  the Enquirer.
He can’t blame his sultry life 
on a memory he cannot purge.
It is the almost-conscious-melody
that drives him insane,
the word on his taciturn tongue.

ii.
At that moment his sister
dials 411 for his phone number.
He doesn’t know he has a sister.
She was not worthy of  mention on Olympus.

On Sunday he climbs the immense stairs of  the MET.
Entranced by the Greek statues he forgets what he has come for.
He adores the Christmas tree and dark wood panels 
that surround it like a missive, a mystery, a hymn. 
He floats across the floor, imagines the lyric 
vibrations beneath; his heart pulses like a race car.

iii.
At Starbucks he meets his sister.
His hand stills. She sits at his table, 
wrapped in a Guatemalan shawl.
She knows things he can’t grasp.
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He wants to understand,
but her words move too fast for him. 
His ear is not attuned to these syllables, 
the way they play on her mouth, at home there, 
the way music had once been for him. 
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RICHARD BENTLEY

The Headhunter’s Son

 Bucky Travers was nineteen years old, and he was a constant worry 
to his parents. He had not done well at the prep school they selected. 
He finally was accepted at a small midwestern college, far from his 
Park Avenue home, but he was unable to find his way into a fraternity 
with any social prestige or future networking opportunities. His grades 
were near-failing, so Bucky dropped out of  college with no plans for the 
future.
 Fortunately Bucky’s father, “Big Eugene” Travers, was a 
“headhunter,” the owner of  an executive placement firm. While he found 
Bucky difficult to place, he knew Austin Flowers of  Flowers Associates, 
a large real estate company. Flowers was eager to become a member 
of  the Century Club, and Travers was chairman of  the membership 
committee.
 “I thought your dad was going to send me a young hotshot,” said 
Flowers, staring gloomily across his desk at the new employee. “What 
are you good for? Can you rent out apartment buildings, negotiate 
commercial leases? Can you collect rent from small business owners 
who are going bankrupt? Can you supervise maintenance men and 
write work orders?”
 “Yes, sir,” Bucky said.
 At first the Flowers Brothers did not like Bucky, the way he wiped 
his mouth on his sleeve and tilted his head at an angle. But whenever 
there was a difficult job to be done, he responded. In the winter Bucky 
would rise before dawn to inspect buildings, help the maintenance crew 
with their snow blowers, answer tenant complaints about no heat. At 
the office he said very little other than “12A will catch up on her rent by 
the end of  the month” or “6C finally signed a new lease.” Whether he 
was asked or told to do something, his answer always was, “I’ll get right 
on it.”
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 After a while he began to discover he was good with people. He 
began to feel that there might be relationships in the world that did not 
depend entirely on one’s submission to, or power over, another person.
 Janine Flowers was very intelligent, Bucky thought. Her dark eyes, 
her musical voice, and her family connections made it impossible to 
dislike her. He soon discovered that she worked as hard as he did and 
often stayed late at the office, calling prospective clients. Just out of  
Harvard Business School, she had been put in charge of  commercial 
leasing.
 Bucky spent his evenings collecting rents door-to-door. When he 
came in off the streets, he often found that Janine had left a few slices of  
pizza on his desk. Some evenings she still sat at her desk, and she would 
watch him eat his pizza with her chin propped on her fists. When he 
looked up at her, she would smile.
 His feelings were so new and strange that he was frightened. But 
then Janine began to help him, suggesting ways to collect rent from small 
businesses that were facing bankruptcy. He, in turn, offered maintenance 
techniques to make empty storefronts look beautiful. Soon they were 
talking about their lives, and Janine told Bucky how it felt to be the first 
Flowers woman to work in the family business. She said she often felt 
like an orphan, a misfit, because her father and her uncles had no sons. 
There would be no male heir to carry on the family business.
 One evening Janine asked quite simply if  Bucky had a Significant 
Other. Bucky replied that he couldn’t think of  anyone and tilted his 
head at an angle. Janine began to laugh. “Oh Bucky, how clever you 
are to come on to me so indirectly.” She smacked him playfully on the 
shoulder with a batch of  rolled-up printouts.
 A few weeks later “Big Eugene” Travers received a phone call from 
one of  the Flowers wives. She was furious. She told him that Bucky and 
Janine were planning to marry. “If  they get married, she could become 
pregnant,” the woman screamed, “and we’ll have to put her on the 
Mommy track. She’ll be taking care of  babies, and she will be of  no use 
to us.”
 “I’ll speak to him,” Big Eugene said. He called Bucky on his cell 
phone. “What the hell are you doing?” he snarled.
 “I’m collecting rents, Dad.”
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 “No, no. I mean with Janine. Didn’t I ever tell you it’s a stupid 
career move to marry the boss’s daughter?” He pointed out that fast-
track women, who had to balance work and family, were immediately 
demoted to the Mommy track by most corporations.
 “If  you have any respect for Janine, you won’t force the company 
to do that to her. It’s selfish; it will do you no good.”
 “I’ll get right on it, Dad,” Bucky said.
 He shut down the phone. After a while he began to cry.

* * *
 One evening, on Christmas Eve, Bucky was sent out to one of  the 
buildings where a drunken janitor had failed to shovel snow and empty 
the garbage. As Bucky climbed up the icy back steps, the rotted porch 
roof  collapsed under the weight of  the snow, hurtling him down into 
the alley below.
 At the hospital a doctor examined him and asked him where it 
hurt. “It hurts all over,” Bucky said. “But it’s not that bad.”
 He lay in the hospital for several days, watching plastic tubes as 
they dripped fluids into him.
 Then one day he woke up from a nap to find Janine by his bedside.
 “Am I going to die?” he asked her.
 “Maybe.”
 “I’m glad you don’t feel sorry for me the way you did when we first 
met.”
 “You’re a hero,” she said. “An American hero.”
 Bucky wondered whether, in some other world, the rules would be 
the same. Fast tracks, slow tracks, Mommy tracks. He rather supposed 
that things would be exactly the same and all would be well.
 He asked Janine for a cup of  water and smiled at her in wonder. 
He drew in a breath, stopped in the middle of  a sigh, stretched out, and 
died.
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PAINTING 111 by Claudio Parentela, 2009
mixed media on wood (27” x 20”)
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PAINTING 121 by Claudio Parentela, 2009
mixed media on wood (20” x 14”)
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PAINTING 311 by Claudio Parentela, 2009
mixed media on wood (13 ½ x 9 ½”)
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PAINTING 404 by Claudio Parentela, 2009
mixed media on wood (12” x 8”)
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TORRIN GREATHOUSE

For the Ghost of my Grandmother’s Silk Nightgown

She holds out her arm like a gift, tells me how its skin has tasted the salt 
of  every sea. 

It is stretched loose over bones like an old sail, slung over the mast. I 
want to ask her if  this is why it is so weathered. I do not speak.

She answers with one palm. Her fingers cracked and pointed in inhuman 
ways like crabs’ legs, they grip my wrist and guide it over the skin of  her 
arm. My fingers feel cracked bows, shreds of  rope, tendrils of  torn skin 
grasping at each other like drowning sailors.

She opens her mouth, a breeze of  whiskey and sea air gliding between 
her gravestone teeth—the story rolling onto the table’s barren shore.

She twirled, foolish with envy for the highland winds as they lifted 
leaves and birds into the air, made dancers of  their fragile bodies. Her 
nightgown, a spider’s last gift, pirouetted like fog over the moors. The 
dragon’s bodies inked into the silk arcing through the air, like heat 
lightning, like a tongue as it twists the mouth into a myth. Her body 
grew close to the cackling of  the fire.

And in that moment, she burst red as sunrise, a warning from the sea. 
Fire spreading over her body in an instant, burning man-o-war arms 
enveloping her body. How quickly a brother’s gift can turn to tragedy.

Her eyes broke with waves as she recalled the way the fire kissed, how 
her body was lifted on the hands of  men and not the wind, how twisted 
their faces look from beneath the icy waters they submerged her in.
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I imagine the red and violet of  her burning, frozen skin. Shreds of  fabric 
floating, suspended in the water like the soft lightning of  jellyfish silk. 
Her body pulsing with pain, with the spark of  1000 jellyfish pressing 
their palms against her skin.

She wakens me from my daydream to show me the shadow of  a dragon, 
still coal-fire tattooed into her skin. Tells me that for ten years she still 
picked out the pieces of  silk that burned too deep into her skin, and 
surfaced later like diver’s bodies, too long without a breath. The irony, 
she tells me, is how dearly she missed the nightgown that left her body 
scarred like this.

I imagine the ghost of  her nightgown, still burning, like a will-o-wisp 
over the Hebrides shores, guiding lost sailors back out to sea. 

I want to tell her this. I do not speak.
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Born in the House of the Bending Nail

It was the year of  bloody escape,
mountains tearing their bodies from the earth, volcanic
blood and steel pellets scattering Rorschach
memories across apartment walls.

It was in the year of  all that draining,
of  our Screams stolen from our
museums and our throats,
that I was born crimson and wailing
a storm of  limbs and animal bones
not yet broken,
in the House of  the Bending Nail 
in a hard winter of  the soul.
 
In fifteen years I have never returned, except in my dreams, where 
I hammer nail bones against walls to hang empty frames on, 
because it’s our version of  a family portrait, perfect
only when seen from the edges.
 
These days after the rivers of  dirt you dug between us, 
clawing among the roots for another
bottle or stranger’s body to make your grave in,
there is no use in searching your old haunts for ghosts, 
where I would find only the glass husks of  spirits,
their blood all emptied out.
 
So I cross those rivers on bridges built from 
the abandoned limbs of  this family tree, burn them 
to charcoal bones behind me. 
& the sky smells of  burnt meat for days, 
and I remember what it felt like to be burned before.
 
Setting fire to my skin, because a preacher told me 
at six years old that I was born a sinner, and I 
have been preparing my body for Hell ever since. 
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Mama accused me of  trying to douse my 
daydreams in gasoline, just so I could burn 
bright enough to get a reaction, 
& I tried so hard to understand
but I never got much better at listening. 

So I kept setting off my emotions, like 
that game of  cap-gun roulette we played at thirteen 
       (before we all realized how badly we wished they were real bullets)
and went home with powder-burned forehead reminders. 

& that preacher two houses down, in his dove gray prayer 
to hurricane fences and affirmative hatred, 
the church of  indigo bodies, 
crimsoned, scattered from shattered choir houses torn from the trees 
because they made the sunset ugly, 
never realized how deeply his words affected me. 

Because I grew up counting knuckle scars like 
prayer beads for the rosary of  self-fulfilling prophesy. 
And I keep trying to write 
a counting poem about my scars, 
but my fists are rundown graveyards and I keep 
losing count and it feels like 
I’m trying to cut hot knives with butter. 

But I am well acquainted with the impossible. 
He and I lock hallway drive-by eyes, 
but never say a word 
because neither of  us believes in empty conversation. 
But he emailed me dating advice when I was 
flirting with disaster and forgot to text her back.
 
Circumstances should have killed me a long time ago, 
but I have made a living out of  
outliving the odds, like when 
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the car door crumpled around my body into 
a bruise of  battered scrap metal and pulverized glass, 
and the doctor told me I shouldn’t have survived

(those words have grown 
far too comfortable in my mouth)

or when I choked down an entire bottle 
of  pain killers, and my liver should have 
slumped inward on itself  intent on cataclysmic collapse, 
like the barn I raised at twelve years old, its rotting exoskeleton
still lies shattered on that mountain, 
and likewise the battered bloody organ remains. 

Whenever my phone autocorrects “liver” 
to “lover” I remember this. 

Whenever I look at my father’s face in the mirror, I 
search for the missing scar in my palm, 
where he pierced his hand with the nail gun. 

I’ve never seen such dark blood, like 
a bitter igneous merlot flowing over 
his sweat stained skin. 
We’ve been sharing the same blood 
like an acetone spiked drink, 
that will kill both of  us in the end. 

Because we were born in the House of  the Bending Nail, 
in the bitter year of  the winter of  unforgiving collapse. 
The year of  our home’s roof  collapsing, 
the year of  my rib cage collapsing beneath your spit-shined boot, 
the year of  your marriage nearly collapsing—because I was born. 

The years my body became a lightning rod 
for fists and feet, till my spine bent 
like a nail struck wrong. 
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Crooked   I am slumping towards heaven. 
I was born in the House of  the Bending Nail, 
too young to hear the buckshot in the walls
too young to hear the creaking of  my entire world’s collapse.
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SHEILA MURPHY

From Lauds 

36

Taper off my solitude, my warm face
under lace trees amid the views of  buildings,
hearing highway tones.

Tip the scales to always
seeking cozy hammock,
to be folded in your arms.

Dry beneath the feathered night
those intervals that punctuate
the warm dome.

Pray into reality a simple cure for pedigree, 
beyond the feeble temple points
that chafe the living stars.
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39

Shivaree with me across our honeymoon,
breathe shadows into depth,
my sapling, my divine soon climate,
my division problem

Tender my endorsement
by the constellations, there is life long after being once
we notice we are here
the skip shots of  flat stones skid across

the pool lake of  deceptive touch-me
innocence lies flat upon,
until you know the blond enormity of
how it feels to sun your face

and trespass on the planet
stove-piped on magnetic fields that define
sun lakeside brown toned
under the shining lamp of  moon.
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DAN RAPHAEL

Huckleberry Future

the night before questing we roll in the mud, let it harden
sleeping fireside, quick cuts on our crusts just before the heat of  action
to keep this focused tension on arms breaching space, feet reeling 
   in turf  
like an impossible tongue i dont want to viper my ankles, enter 
   my veins 
with pollen nanobots thinking my rib cage the most spacious hive, 
installing their queen in my heart
                                                  tufts of  morning fog return our dreams
and “don’t forget”s  to the post office in the back of  my skull—
these stamps are forever, never tire, nourished by rapid scanning 
   cameras 
rebuilding the city every day with important personal messages to 
   the resident family 
about insurance, impending death, i want to buy your house for a 
   one way plane ticket 

                                                           i can never open just one door. 

every house around the school yard takes a giant step inward, 
   “shiva may i” 
1 umbrella step, 5 twyla tharp shuffles & 3 nureyev jetes,
the sacred argentinan knot 4 feet engraved on the always peeling floor 
where the windspeeds never in the single digits, where every lamp 
   is also suction, 
shoes that arent put on til the music begins

                                                           is this wind federal or metro.
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these skinless days some revert to religion; some turn on all the lights,  
pull the shades and caulk the doors shut; some swim across the river 
knowing no ones checking ID

    if  we didn’t need water we could live anywhere; 
if  we didn’t need an atmosphere our camps would blot out the stars, 
vaping what memories have lost their hands and fallen through 
   the web of  a context 
no one else saw this way, choosing which dots to connect, which dots 
   to water and fertilize,  
how one page can be peeled into several, how i learned to write 
with my hands tied together a pen stapled to my palm, a pen my sweat 
   continues to feed 

low flat clouds hiding magnets capture every car not garaged,
a bio-engineered wonder-brew transforms the empty asphalt 
   into virgin carbon 
and a new improved breath-gas, “1st month free,”  an app to tell me  
   where to breathe. 
when we stop vampirizing the earth for now un-needed poisons
maybe the land will rise faster than the oceans, polar seas may get 
   nostalgic 
for the crystalline peace of  ice, structures you can count on, 
currents staying in their massive herds that again will feed and satisfy,
fish running unleaded, islands of  fruit and slow birds close enough 
to fill our gunny sacks and be home with dinner
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At the Edge of Viscosity      

Fields so sinuous, how can they stay that way:
a conspiracy of  wind, rain & ants.
once i’m aligned with the top of  the sky
the valley 4,000 feet below rises like a blanket, a safety net.

Here the wind never comes, as if  its map was older
than local geology—tectonic cups and saucers, post-volcanic ribs,
water one of  the first fences. Take all the solids out of  air
its unbreathable, while used food packaging retains a hint of  nutrition

Before we ate salt, before we cooked,
our best stories were about eating what you  shouldn’t.
you want to protect and not piss off those with the best memory, 
who can describe something so you know when you see
how quickly the clouds grow here—how soon can we harvest some

When leaves refuse to change color or fall
the heartland of  potential. for miles and miles i see nothing built, 
keeping promise and threat in separate closets.
you can exit through many windows but you cant see through 
   most doors

‘Embarrassment of  riches’ now an oxymoron, the way less hungry, 
how quickly the clouds grow here, next week we’ll harvest some, 
drinking from syringes, 
                                       resistance and static are what i’m here for
sweet sweat, hot wheat, thighs agape & spinning
not so much inside my nervous system but replacing it
went too far enough, paper clips instead of  stars
some post-apollonian nonsense, neither science nor fiction, 
like night neon 2 rainy streets away the smells of  pigeons 
residing beneath an inland bridge, couldn’t have been a wall 
since i walked through it
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                                          In this universe of  boiling algorithms,
structured like bad-tempered origami, anything can behave as if  
   alive—selfish, excited, willful inertia, a compassionate engine,
commerce at the edge of  viscosity.
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The House Next Door that Almost Sold Gets a New Roof

you cant gentrify a whole city:  
shelter roulette, campers, an apartment you can afford 
with 2 full time minimum wage jobs, spontaneous fires 
with messages in rapid smoke—we cant read fire, though its music can 
seed in our bones, our bass player bones, the  bass drum foot 
turning the fire song to gravity and driving it through the floor, 
   the foundation, 
focused embittered gravity pounding through the infrastructure 
   of  cables & sewers, 
the forgotten city ours was built on, forest and villages before that, 
   between the floods, 
the years nothing melted, the years of  constant rain we forgot how 
   many suns were in the sky,
if  any, tides driven by wind driven by perpendicular gravity, angle 
   of  cleavage, 
in a world without moon and stars  maybe our whole planets 
   in a locked windowless room 
it can barely spin within.

so we imagine windows, imagine a light we don’t have to pay for, 
heat from so many directions we need 3 or 4 shirts and pants to cover 
   the possibilities,
glasses that imagine all the colors in gray, not shades but blind 
   rainbows 
thinking theyre camouflaged by their shy apathy. 

         the difference tween getting wet 
and getting rained on—i kept too many body windows open and let 
   the rain in, 
let the rain rule, immeasurable and constant, like physical punishment 
the possibility of  rain changes our behavior, affects my posture 
cause if  i don’t look  it might not happen.
        
 if  no trees are cut some will fall, as new houses cut old roots, 
as wind funneled by 4 story construction never had this focus before, 
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as wind becomes an invisible car i try to jaywalk in front of, the wind 
   thinks its red 
but doesn’t mean visually, eyeless with 10,000 fingers, ciliated 
   inhalation 
cataloguing the last half  hour of  winds droppings, splinters we can 
   clone into homes, 
exhaust to cast spells against petroleum.
        
preserving our flesh by changing it, the chemistry of  time as foreign 
   as the language
of  boulders, the undetectable charges falling from space to keep our 
   hearts going 
despite lack of  momentum and motivation—

    no action means no viewers
so the plot arcs are pumped with caffeine yeast for the final season, 
the rubiks cube of  our planets peeling off terrain reveals the prayers 
   our constant 
manipulation of  keyboards & touch screens  spin toward 
   the micro-crack 
below the door so much is packed behind. 

                      a sky of  face-sized portholes, 
one chanting my name, all throbbing like a mile of  carpenters trying 
   to nail down 
the worlds longest 2 by 4, all these hammers, all these smoked and 
   salted knees. 
putting shingles on the inside so the flat roof  becomes the new yard.
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A SILENT LIGHTNING by Julio Figueroa-Beltran, 2012
oil on canvas (72” x 44”)
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NEARBY LIGHTS by Julio Figueroa-Beltran, 2012
oil on canvas (72” x 96”)
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HELLER LEVINSON

tenebraed 
to black

“Black does not reflect, but absorbs all light; that is its essential nature; 
while that of  white is to reflect all light.”  

Motherwell in Black or White:  Paintings by European and American Artists.

octagonal bloodbath, omnidirectional swallow,

heaving capillary burst, reformers  cold outside, fringe-frost-frigid, 
furtive pyre-belch, tapering to a maddening allusive sponge-mollusks 
hurdle moribundity-boulders, the concupiscence of  remote seals the 
landscape, . . .

“Mes faims, c’est les bout d’air noir.  My hungers are the ends
  of  black air.”—Rimbaud

“Black is the darkest of  colors.”—Wittgenstein

“How fair is your hair, Henrietta.”—Heller 

errant grief  pockets tribulate robotic bite tentacles abbès rock solid 
yet wobbly peculiar the air sustenance ://: sustain the meek backdoor 
landlords with piety purify purity purification is overrated it’s 
soot black hawks twisting through velvet,
it’s coming to the wardrobe with vast undercurrent  . .
. .   .

Black is color’s barometer
alpha & omega wrapped in  p-l-u-n-g-e
beheaded muffle
bleached murmur
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“We do not have to understand black, it is the primordial 
  ground.”—Paul Klee
in the dwindle of  eternal taper baptizing sublunary flagellations White 
whisk-spills in the tryst garden craters diligence dalliance pinwheels 
recruitable doubts . . .    .
which color more resembles Nothing,—black or white?

“Pitch was traditionally used to help caulk the seams of  wooden sailing 
vessels. Pitch was also used to waterproof  wooden containers, and in the 
making of  torches.  Petroleum-derived pitch is black in colour, hence 
the adjectival phrase, ‘pitch-black’.” ⇒ mobilize pitch
torn mourn bundle the berths brindle, (en)lighten, securitize ⇒
ominous cumulonimbus empyreal vase-vessel rain-pour ⇒  from dark 
this nutrition, this backflipping imprimatur, a thrust suddened by the 
thirst for quiescence . . . . 

S saw duende as burnt orange.  This was at odds with Raoul who argued that duende 
could only be black.  The deep black of  Andalusian flamenco, of  the soulful-somber-
hypnotically tragic.  S waged for a more ambi(guous)(tious) translation referring to 
underground root systems milling motile vitals in the dark hidden. She spoke of  black 
as the emancipated feminine, as the highly sexed absorbing All.

“Of  absence, darkness, death:  things which are not” puncture: an 
ooze permit, a letting

letting the puncture that drools  penumbra numbing 
   nocturne abet , the slaughter of  odds,
dissipates rule the order . . . nowhere is the fraught more severe

this strickening you speak of, Mister Hughes, does it have a name?

Speak, Black, . . . Speak
⇒
louche demeanor roseate cheek-chops churn bloom from incinerate 
frost rectify gamboling urn plinth, ⇒ 
Black:  fleshy, transmundane,—frothfull,
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feral castanet gland swell island hopper runnel blast #5 mournful 
melancholic cape swaggering juju broth admissible annihilative churly 
warren-breasted perfume-knolls rockabilly dearth rags perforate 
opulent fringe 
the sound:  wolves leaf-settling
odor:  a withering parentheses 
vaporous whales chug the shoreline curtseying to forelegs wrack lariats 
indemnify domestication
forebode  ://: lode
load      loading      fully-loaded      perpetually consummate  
S pondered whether black had an ideal temperature, . . . perhaps all colors had an 
ideal temperature.  Living things functioned best at their ideal temperatures.  Let there 
be a Color Congress insuring appropriate thermostatting.

smoke    cinder    ash ⇒  geometric meltdown
basking in hound saliva
husk exercises in an obsolete burlesque
Black:  infinity’s gangplank
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STEPHEN MASSIMILLA

Oil Flew Into the Sea

and some of  it was on fire,
as were the men ejected into the air by their own depth charges.

It takes a hundred pounds of  high-octane gas to announce this end.

But I’m getting ahead of  myself.

The dead silent Icelandic charter, The Snow,
out in the North Atlantic for forty-six days

in the air gap south of  Greenland. 
Long way from grandmother’s flannel.

In my night trance, I’m the man beyond the reach of  waking: 
Hidden in the dreamed sailor’s sinking pocket, a minute atlas 
with a tiny map 

of  New York in it; in his faraway locker, a yellow postcard

of  a prismatic woman with a scorpion cross 
pinned to each hand. His closest shipmate doesn’t love her,
doesn’t even know her in person.

Nor what to make of  my longed-for light, sliver-moon 
of  her torso 
bulleted with diamonds 

against the high-pitched banners 
of  red sirens, an unreachable city riddled with desire.
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I’d better have laid a pink rubber mat on the bed 
before wishing and shaking so much
that I wake up in a pool of  water.

Of  the people I thought I loved,
I see two paddling on a strafed ocean as vast as God’s hand.

They clasp, and I drift away, my face sunk in my burst-open fists
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J/J HASTAIN

From Priest/ess:

I remember the blanket from my childhood, most in the context of  
texture: cool and smooth, large enough to wrap around child-me 
hundreds of  times.

I write to my mother asking her if  she has the blanket anymore. Even 
writing this is a risk. She and I have had problems in the past. She 
says no, she no longer has that blanket, she threw it away. “But I have 
your father’s missionary blanket if  you want that?” I had forgotten this 
blanket. It is exactly the same texture as the blanket I had loved, with 
its little Butch-length-of-hair rouge ties. I thought I could try it. “Yes, 
please.”

When it arrived I pulled it from the box. Every one of  my father’s 
missionary companions’ names had been sewn into the quilt. This was 
a blanket of  my father’s journey; this was a blanket of  Mormon men. 
I touched it lightly with my fingers but could not wrap it around me. I 
kept it for months and continued to see what was possible. It was overtly 
revealed it was not possible for me to experience catharsis based on 
these cloth signatures, based in missionary men.

This got me thinking about contingencies of  catharsis. If  there were 
some things I might never be able to heal due to circumstance, was 
there a cosmic place in which I could unconditionally heal? It would 
be a place in which there were no circumstances because there is no 
contingency.

Standing among all of  the priestesses, with my eyes closed, it matters 
not where this place is planarly. The sense in the room is of  an immense 
spectrum of  colors: azures, rouges, nectarine smears, pulp parables. I 
recognize those with whom I am standing as my closest: I know them 
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and they know me through so many times around, so many ins and outs 
of  the wheel of  the year, so much time. Yet this place is not a place of  
time. It is a haven, but it is not in time.

It has been ceremonially created for us by us. We stand in the circle. 
This is a version of  the circle in which it does not break. Here, all color 
is manifest: a thickening trajectory of  swirls and sways. Not only my red 
directive, my red drive, but so many soul-tones. Sisterhood such as this 
is priestess-romance.

It is the music that holds us into this shape: music so loud it is more 
prominent a density than we even are. We all scream and sing and 
moan into the holding. It is our weaving together, the cohesiveness of  
this spectrum in and by which we connect, that the weave becomes 
erect.

Unconditional healing? Yes. And it is both an ephemeral and physical 
place. The Women’s Circle.

Mining the Women’s Circle for myself  has actualized me. Self-
actualization by adding gems to this most ancient of  shapes: not taking 
anything away.
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PRIESTESS OF THE ULTERIOR by j/j hastain, 2016
collage
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DALE HOUSTMAN

Three Tea Poems

1
Beauteous pinion, still Indian,
peers to the peas, pale
sluice of  truncates blooming
late near the feeble factories,
early hospice
in brown tang.

2
To taste its milk, pretend
to swan its body’s incomplete register 
of  engines sunning
on watery stairs, hesitation
going corporate.

3
A cup then, for recuperation, unwatching
gladiola la la: Sunday that is
green as attention, then
and then
no further,
having been throttled
toward a definition
of  imperial steam,
bagged.
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Typicality Versus Topicality

1 Opening Of The Grand Exposition
I is a backyard emboldened by missiles (as it so happens I have 
   missiles) 
a daredevil system this landscape in the vapor trails
of  human authority, but I digress...

I is a pretense to an afternoon’s pretense of  anything which the grizzly 
   authorizes:
each moment caresses its own train wreck.

2 Traipsing Through The Gates
A welcome remains nothing
as if  walking as if
nothing yet an island
remains in ending
as if  as if  
the island as if  welcome
ending in evening
an island of  nothing
walking in welcome.

3 Motto On The Back Door
Away
by 
including.

4 Map Display
South of
gleaming
sailing 
raining

ever
lingering
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cottage
darkening

almost
sharing
echoes
sweeping

solemn
hotel
golden
slipping

5 Motto On The Front Door  
No doubt is tailor-made, a dress
romancing the snow, doll-like
droplets & islands.
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THE MODEST NETWORK by Dale Houstman, 2005
digital image
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THE MALCONTENT SLEEPS by Dale Houstman, 2016
digital image
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JAMES GRABILL

Ownership of This Device

Congratulations on your selection of  this device.
Many years of  successful operation are proven.
Before violation of  vacuum seals or your removal
of  incendiary processes from factory-sealed housings, 
it is incumbent upon the homeland user to assume 
responsibility for compliance. Should slightest stray 
radiologic dusts return salted into common circulation, 
membranous filters may require massage by a licensed 
dust dispersal practitioner aware of  the manufactory
default at established origins. At any point, boggy 
traction adjustments may irreversibly flash unhatching. 
Required may be stolid uncoupling from high-pressure 
optics blind-sided as preapproved. Troubles in optimum 
deployment aside, this spring-loaded automatic device 
promulgates lengthening spells of  undivined exegesis 
through normal cradling of  power bases as handsomely 
pivot between strategies over the ages, before saw-mill 
wounds or guaranteed sociological parity, when safely 
oiled only through capillary wick as melt-lock ratchets 
preserve dual pitch-crystal valves as hauling commences 
with console byproduct stays of  reformation down tracts, 
pursuant to State ownership articles of  combustion.
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Every Volume in Starlight

Every collection in its travels which has happened
upon civilization has rolled with surf
over great whales on an uncertain ocean.

Every account which has trekked many miles with a full pack
in bare skin under ancestral leaves
has dodged indomitable traffic that courses
between the coruscated settlements of  hope.

Every journal of  energy uses its goose eyes and heron wings
to chart landings and meadow the mothers
of  topsoil at the blooming end of  winter.

Every one draws the reader out one night to stand beneath 
   the birth sky

and turns the wheel, pursuing a pilgrimage
under thunders with veins filled with common blood.

Every report made out of  coral reefs has given rise to an order
of  priorities in service of  waking up in the morning
as in the evening, renegotiating initiation into society.

No sheet of  paper forgets the unmet great grandmothers
in bearings of  scent of  the forest floor.

Every tangible page of  the ocean aims at spring uprisings
of  existentialism, and swings back on lines of  sight
eye to eye with animals into complex restorations.

Every phrase of  the ocean escapes from the submerged Victorian 
   room

of  a shark’s mouth where luminous ivory columns
surround the daybed on which a corporation lies.
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Every book alive dries its moth wings in Amazonian shade
before flying on its spine with the burn of  bees.
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Hieronymus Bosch Rings the Cauldron Bell 
   Spilling Out More Farm Hands 

In lamp-quick hulk uphammering depths 
and black iris lulls out of  nowhere 
as from a dream of  your unexpected wedding 
on the sea floor, where sumac-crimson crown jewels 
and thick golden rings of  archbishops only end up 
darker and more glowing than words we might have 
around spaghetti-strapped aching summer 
with mile-long shadows of  21st century rainwater-slept 
trepidations half-shot and staff-stalked before 
heading north at night, where they’re already 
plucking the chicken string harp of  starlight, 
until dawn happens to be filling in, rounding off 
space for vanishing animals from its seat in molecular 
integrity, as we’ve found in long sweeps of  beseeming 
that, lacking a name, may have gone unseen 
before anyone’s embryonic tortoise-crawl personage 
could be wheeling in prehistoric tundra bubbling 
methane into the first air around blank-slate innocence 
at Celsius-laden extremes of  the appetites, spill-spaced, 
baked into feasting or fasting under radiographic displays 
of  leaves decrying their latest report of  what’s known 
or has crowded into the sun’s mouth as pilots a sweet 
bent into this moment and the next, then further, 
launching reasonable attempts to outwit any incendiary 
doubt with unattempted thought of  the long-term 
coal-smoldering past as cauldron workers on break 
in spring-offs of  lineage which begin in crawls 
before knuckling under vacuum-soaked roars 
at the lip of  disappearing descended from the Dust 
Bowl, going, going, and then gone unremembered 
as social or riverous before broilers or displays 
of  propulsion out of  the most unnatural 
current of  row-shouldered hithers herded unbled 
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and kicking, over free-floating Viking burials as reside 
in a flaming fortune out of  the light-thundered origin
streaming with torque building up at sea-flood barriers
with overpeopled edges of  massive under-governed 
chemistries in fits of  billionaire post-hypnotic 
suggestion storming up with what was a little quick 
dispersion falling into pockets of  openness 
birds have left behind, where hundreds of  colonized 
years must surrender to genetic code lighting itself  
such scarlet sky as never could be named 
after somebody we know, as a lumber crew 
has been dreaming the grain in forest floors close 
to further neighborhood houses sliding down 
more from the clouds and lone fish-swim lows 
to the mineral night-but-day heights now at risk
over coffins in the rocky hills rocking kings down 
to the middle of  Earth in the medieval bell tower 
not even burning with what the sun’s ignited 
where mammalian mammoth afternoon genes 
transom from coolingness and detonations of  high 
noon give nano-birth to an inconsolable defense 
vulnerability industry around which charging 
bullet-packed pork-barreled incentives churn 
up further war, with scarf-bonneted crones 
of  the more operatic traditions climbing 
down to the barnyard from a drenched tulip 
the size of  a medieval village cooking vat 
just to leave sunlight a little kiss 
on the side of  the neck before falling 
back on such billowing Hieronymus 
Bosch hinds, as demonstrate how 
the time’s been wide but largely unclear 
how long it may have, given its forest 
necklaces still with a muscular chance 
to kneel before anyone’s mask-head 
spreads with infra-fossiled beseeming 
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just sheepherding off in them yonders 
as zinc-forward in manifest Bosch 
able to pony up alongside 
what once dewlap-split 
with the bawling whole.
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P. L. SANCHEZ

Safe Travels

I saw the city of  Miami
engulf  the state of  Florida
in maps and books and films.
Mother wasn’t surprised when I asked her
if  we were flying there that weekend, 
though we meant to arrive at the

glut of  drywall white wings in Ft. Lauderdale, 
then plod through mud in Orlando, 
discern the living from the non-living in Tampa,
battle waves in Naples,

yet a child needs not a cluster of  illusions
to perceive 
burgeoning mold on the orange.
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We Say Lima Is Gray

as matter, but not quite
as scrutinized, for those who
misplace jaws in

the jirones, one-way
streets concealed within
the desert adobe

metropolis, won’t find them
through one or two trails
of  seashell teeth,

even as the pavement
absorbs the heavens,
not the other way around.
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SPANISH DRAWING #19 by Jim Zver, 2015
ink, pencil and watercolor on paper (10 7/8” x 8 1/8”)
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SPANISH DRAWING #22 by Jim Zver, 2015 
ink, pencil and watercolor on paper (9” x 6 5/8”) 
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MATTHEW P. GARCIA

Killing Floor Blues

           You know that people 
           They are driftin’ from door to door  
           But they can’t find no heaven 
           Don’t care where they go
                          —Skip James

the killing floor rises 
the ground quakes and its beauty is lost

there is a great deal of  venom here—
a mandolin speaks
no one hears it
so it speaks again

all is bloodshot and vitreous
the lone hunter roams
his prey eludes him—
the venture is past tense

all winged things move toward death
the allotment
a fair share of  agony and temptation
—villainy, cold villainy and acrimony
share here    but do not engage the chosen mind

your vinegar soaked into a washcloth 
is the perfect cure 
scrubbing himself  in the shower
the water hot how he liked it—

             ‘wash me from this weight’
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this city’s insects—
its transient harpies strung out
on a twenty-five dollar cure
spitting into their own mouths
the suddenness of  moonlight
 
there is a lonesome little bridge
they danced there
their fire apparatus 
contained none
of  the vividness of  memory

she pulls away
he does not go after her

he knows the end when he sees it

‘fuck flowers’ he thinks later
drunk, motionless on the stair

‘give me your innocence, let me spin it into silk’
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BOB HEMAN

[information]

Trucks, buses, and fire engines, and bicycles made of  cheese or cardboard, 
and a man who is still able to use them.

[information]

Measures his arm, and his head, and his penis. Measures how much 
water his lungs will hold. Measures the trees that are behind him and 
the distance to the map.  Measures the space the woman must occupy.

[information]

The clock adjusted so that it is always incorrect.

[information]

The package from France never arrived.  The photo of  the woman was 
not the woman.  Each time a word was chosen it had the same meaning.  
The number “one” was never more than enough.

[information]

There is no pipe to connect the sink with the drain.  Just a bucket that 
has to be emptied if  they remember.
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[information]

The swing, the slide, the jungle gym, the tango and the waltz, the room 
filled with boats, and another filled with goats, a ceiling that was not yet 
complete.

[information]

They were the part of  the story that was forgotten. They were the part 
of  the story that corresponded with the punishment he desired. They 
were the part of  the story that could be easily measured. They were the 
part of  the story in which the animals spoke. They were the part of  the 
story from which the machines had been removed.

[information]

As if  it was the sun that brought the snow, the wind that brought the 
moon, the rooster that brought the sky out of  the earth.

[information]

In the museum of  angles there are sometimes angels.  They are a mistake.

[information]

Of  course he listens.  Of  course the cow is no longer a dog.  Of  course 
the tree is split in half.  Of  course there are machines that cannot stop 
counting.  Of  course there is a word that describes it all.  Of  course 
there are steps that can be moved around. Of  course there is a man 
who is almost alive.  Of  course there is water.
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[information]

Approaches the end of  the day without using a chart. Each color must 
be weighed before it can be used. The idea of  counting has not occurred 
to them yet. They know they will always be alone.

[information]

He bought a pre-owned baseball, a pre-owned cantaloupe, a pre-owned 
can of  paint.  The words he said were only words others had said before.

[information]

They were actual only once they were described. They could be counted 
then. They could be made into animals, or into mirrors or balloons.

[information]

The man remembered for the way he punctuated his clothes. The more 
times you watch the simpler the plot becomes. Sometimes the pictures 
were in French or Arabic. He counted the words to see if  they had 
another meaning.

[information]

Doorways from which people emerge.  The correct color is always New 
Hampshire.

[information]

There are maps that contain only spring.
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TOMAS SANCHEZ HIDALGO

Tyrannosaurus

It’s seven in the morning
while we navigate through the Leviathan,
without a compass, 
and with a wicked Tyrannosaurus
affixed to the very center
of  the galleon’s deck,
in the middle of  a tsunami.
It’s that simple.
The captain and his command cadre
have suffered their particular Metamorphosis
and, upon exiting a dream
disconcerting and tumultuous,
they have turned into the omniscient pigs
of  Animal Farm,
but at the same time they
have once again changed the script,
and, instead of  raising mastiffs in the background,
they’ve opted for a Tyrannosaurus
to feed only
a scandalous tax burden,
cement shoes
for the economy,
sponsor
of  breadcrumbs
delivered in galleys
to begin draws for the rebellion on board.
George Soros predicted to us the typhoon 
at the end of  the tsunami,
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and you have nothing that says otherwise,
but in the state of  Denmark
the love of  the sea is what is inherited.
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CONCRETE WALL (detail) by Miguel Saludes, 2016
oil on canvas (41 ½” x 41”)
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Contributors’ Advice, or Free Speech Corner, or the Blind
Assemblage (being the unedited comments of contributors on
almost anything)

IVAN ARGÜELLES:
OK Bards, would-be Homers, Pound-imitators or revilers, Olson 
maximizers, Language-minimizers, time to get political before the day 
after tomorrow, when the heat is turned up to 140 Fahrenheit and the 
city of  Phoenix goes up in an orgiastic furnace-blast of  global warming, 
taking with it not only the whole southwest of  the Untied Slates of  
Andorra but most of  the rest of  the post-apocalyptic world. That’s 
our world. Or was our world. Did you hear the scream in the night? 
Everyone was busy trance dancing, actually and it was more like two 
hundred screams in the night, and the would-be home-grown Jihadist 
was having his turn at the game of  How-the-West was won. How 
many of  you skaldic dis-orientated poet-tasters were sleeping during 
those incendiary moments? I opine the larger number of  our “poets & 
writers” were sleeping their grant-dreams, work-shopping the hell out of  
dozens of  benumbed candidates for creative writing degrees, hyped on 
auto-biographic self-denigration and blindness to the ecumene at large 
and its polyvalent history of  violence and internecine strife through 
the ages, Crusades, War of  Roses, Peace of  Westphalia, Treaty of  
Versailles and atom bomb annihilation of  Hiroshima and Nagasaki, not 
to speak of  more recent catastrophic forays into the Error, such as the 
invasion of  Iraq in 2003 which gave rise to ISIS. Gasp! In the meantime 
the temperature is rising, the species are dying out, the water-level is 
beginning to threaten the seaports, the Maladives are going under, and 
most of  us “litterateurs” are still writing hackneyed sonnets, blank-verse, 
scrappy looking New Yorker “verse” about some dysfunctional family 
event. Or else, hypnotized by “language,” blocks of  verbiage occupy 
page after page of  blank screens, as if  awaiting a Jackson Pollack of  
words to splatter the whole mess with post-modernist avant-gauze 
technique. Wow! Isn’t time we got our sights fixed on the Untergang des 
Abendlandes, registering our consciousness on failed NASA flights to 
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planets we want to colonize, resurrecting cold-war fears, undermining 
religious fundamentalism (the worst enemy of  so-called civilization), 
or merely putting a brake on the speed-of-light technical-gadgetry 
innovation that makes the previous i-thing obsolete minutes before it 
was placed on the market. Next time we pick up the pen, illumined for 
a moment by the Muse, let’s make sure that what comes out is an effort, 
even if  it’s a hypercorrection, to enlighten our dwindling audiences to 
the macabre moment of  truth when all the lights go out.

J/J HASTAIN:
The position/posture of  authentic lover is challenging to find. In the 
Sophianicstrike there is a living response that can be worn, lived, felt as 
a marker for mystical coupling.
Enrobed in reverberation, the bed softens, gets wet. This is how the bed 
becomes freed of  being a stage. In here, we will not act out a role. We 
will be activated, initiated.
Yin pockets yang’s strikes.

JOHN CROSS:
sing at the table, dance in bed, the devil’s gonna get you once 
you’re dead
                                      (American summer, 2016)
god as she groaned and shuddered into the earth before her
this is the summer after star apples 
sweet, fragrant, white like breast milk, bees swarming
the black-eyed susans, yellow on yellow on yellow 
the accompanying downdraft inside the thunderstorm 
and the towns and cities at peace in its path
first come the corpses, hissing, steaming, and twisting
like new-born things ascending from the blood-dark
cousins, aunts, neighbors, and strangers who’d materialized from my 
   father’s past huddled together 
crowding his arms and chest. I held on to his foot, and I felt like I might 
   just drift away
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THOMAS SANCHEZ HILDALGO:
1
“Different countries,
different customs”,
The man-who-would-be-Caine dixit,
stunned he and king-Connery
at the foothills of  the Himalayas
before a polo match
in which the ball is…
…entirely a human head.
2
Arthur
grasped his sword firmly
in pursuit of  the throne,
raised Excalibur:
a halo of  white light,
a dry blow to the sky and
it was free from the yolk;
with the sword he stitched circularly
in Albion independent taifas.
3-A
A bit of  lumpen, a bit of  light,
that’s how wielding hands,
were then,
and these cold hands,
blood colored,
Basque alwaysBasque BasqueBasque,
grasped the sword firmly,
opening La Zarzuela
in front of  the totemic eagle
of  the stars and stripes; 
the pesetas of  the ‘82 Soccer World Cup
had (blue) printed letters.
3-B
Hard as it is for Kipling to take,
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customs pass through borders.
They also pass swords:
a dry blow to the ground,
and flying through the air went
Carrero Blanco,
Carrero Blanco.

DIANE GLANCY:
A piece of  writing has other writing circling around it.  Sometimes I 
recognize the after-images or under-images, and sometimes I don’t.  I 
finished a play, Lloyd and Hallah, about a painter and his wife.  Throughout 
the play, Hallah keeps notebooks of  Lloyd’s words about his art.  After 
his death, Hallah gives them to an art dealer, who loses them.  The 
play was read during Oklahoma City Theater’s Native Festival of  New 
Plays.  After the reading, the notebooks began to appear, or the ghosting 
of  them in my imagination, as though they really existed, as though 
Hallah existed also, and was still working, this time including some of  
her own words.  Sometimes the messiness of  writing bothers me.  You 
think you have a project finished, but it keeps going.  Morphing.  As 
thought you didn’t get right the first time.

DALE HOUSTMAN:
A Glimpse of the Enemy in Action

     The Reverend Bianchini Cambridge crept warily toward the hole 
from which the two eyes still clung to his, exactly as a drowning man 
clutches at a buoyant princess. A recollection of  the purple stairway 
gave him sudden pause, and — in those scant seconds — many of  
his universal achievements became more and more uneasy symbols of  
sorrow and loneliness. He rose slowly from the interlacing brow-mesh 
of  the Hoping Chair, and moved down the hillside toward the jeweled 
corridors where he had installed the pierage of  the Flexi-Floater.
     The endowment-lights were on again and in their glow there was 
revealed the moist, circular “mouth” of  one of  the bamboo burrows 
against the wall, into which he had disappeared, following downward 
a tunnel of  repulsively sticky stiff fur, which achieved a half  degree 
of  natural comfort and even luxury in the form of  great squares of  
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alternate orange and black, the family colors of  the ancient Cambridge 
clan. Memories are ambitious.
     “Earth is not for me,” he cooed to the pile of  varicolored high heels 
that he fancied as a temple to his goddess, Paresia, ”I have already lost 
her.” Tears grew purple legs.
     His long, black hair fell below his feet and somehow entered the 
basement beneath, sopping up milky substances draining into a tea 
cup. A savage ‘Yes!’ to kitchen crooners, those commanding presences 
trapped in the barbwire splendor of  an Ozymandian city hidden in the 
hills of  Ohio, beneath an invisible dome of  cold-pressed tweed, further 
interred beneath a large, circular chamber, the stone walls of  which 
were pierced with the spinal cords of  the now-extinct Giant Airedale. 
This was the grandeur named ‘Gek!’ Its bright hair gleamed in the 
early winter sunlight! We tended the flames.
     Far across the ochre sea-bottoms beyond the city lay a wrecked and 
tangled mass upon whose gray surface was painted in violent colors the 
figure of  a bronze female giant idly blowing smoke at the bronze disc 
depended from the low ceiling above a gleaming pool of  scented water 
in a marble basin. This was the Oracle of  Sleeping Silks, from which 
the Reverend had extracted so many strange, stenographic characters 
and also an itching sense of  bottomless pity. Beneath its yellow “skin” 
clanked the cognitive catwalks with their shimmering blue lining, while 
the dustier runways were lined with the nautilus-forms of  the Whispering 
Brains, made of  a labyrinthine network of  pressed helium balconies 
and roses of  radium embedded deep within the clamminess of  the 
subterranean vaults as we watched the subtle affinity of  the onyx-paved 
bath-room with the eviscerated bodies of  the reunited Thrush Boys.
     The Reverend fastened a piece of  damask rope to the propeller of  a 
small flier, and — thus secured — passed through room after room filled 
with the cunningly preserved bodies of  his many wives. For some he shed 
paper-harnessed tears. For others — those situated closest to the lacrosse 
field — he merely coughed, and continued to observe the distant red 
columns moving up and down the chemical-feathered avenues where 
slave girls listened impatiently for the sound of  the mysterious Valor 
Sofas promised by the Oracle so many centuries ago.
     Bianchini felt as helpless as an uncertain tree with its downcast eyes 
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and the half-parted lips of  a mummy listening to a singing girl set in a 
massive bracelet upon the Reverend’s left forearm.
     “Oh, Maize Pommel!” he uttered,” Queen of  the Black Doors!”
               .
     But the tiny woman did not answer, except with the apprehensive 
notes of  her song, generated by the vibrating ligatures of  a hundred 
mites.

JOHN DIGBY:
      Here we are deep into spring when early morning sleep is shattered by 
the first song of  a robin—really a thrush—but known as that American 
bird ready to catch the worm. Too early, too dark, too still even for 
worms to crawl about tempting the singer. It’s 3 a.m. and the bird goes 
off with a riveting sound that would make any poet want to sing his or 
her own song.
     This is the gray border between night and day, when tapping into the 
imagination comes as a natural reflex of  the unconscious. It is a dream 
time when fluid imagery finds a structure and takes form. Kubla Khan’s 
estate replicates a symmetrical paradise before the knocking at the door 
breaks the dulcimer’s song. 
   In spring when the winds of  imagination rattle our neurons and 
jangle our memories into life forms I find myself  deep in Tang China, 
dreaming poems about blossoming trees, tea growing on misty mountain 
sides and the Great Wall rising. Whatever trip you are on, tap into that 
darkness under your eyelids when the bird sings.
 
JAMES GRABILL:
The Campaign to Root Out Supremacies    

Doing for grandfathered-in cultural supremacy can be tough. It begins 
with your grounds: rendering rank dominion into an up-dug remains 
native mushrooms will be pleased to gnaw on. Pesticides have little effect, 
so you’ll need to employ shovels and picks. Unfortunately, the scourge of  
supremacy may be ill-defined, but if  you step into a place which seems 
fairly empty, you might feel under your feet a heart-thump of  great-
greats, going back to Latin roads. Are troops still marching in formation 
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through the overcast countryside? Do they assume those speaking other 
languages may look like people but are defective? If  you find a trunk 
that appears linked to some kind of  hierarchical fatherload, be careful 
of  the vacuum in abandoned catacombs. As fast as the place has been 
melting, stay clear of  mulleins that overnight could slip you down under 
a glacier. After inspection, if  your steamshovel’s scraping against crown 
jewels, it could be time to send in moles. You need intelligence if  you 
intend to extract assumptions from the foundation of  cultural supremacy. 
Go down with miners where the diamond bits drill. If  colonization 
threatens to bury you, step out under the night sky. There are reports 
you may have to dig the whole place up when reconnecting with other 
species. Where the state was built on abject arrogance, it’s crucial to 
consult with scientists who’ve studied ecosystems and planetary mantle. 
Part of  this work may take you back to the first tide pools or origin of  
what you eat. One tip may be to remember eyes lead to minds; another, 
that cells will decide. If  you succeed in removing most traces of  identity-
based exceptionalism, please fill us in on strategies that helped the most. 
– The Campaign to Root Out Supremacies

ROB COOK:
Vocation Elegy

I do what I truly love and truly do my best at. But what I love to do and 
do my best at makes no money and others look down on me for it. I do 
not admire those who also do what I am best at. I admire fire escape 
climbers and administrative assistants and doctors—both medical and 
vegetable—and the elderly who can share how it feels to protect only the 
past (sequestered in pigeons) and who continue with that same mission 
and call it progress.
The fact that I cannot adapt what I love to do and am best at makes me 
question the depth of  the water I was forced to drink. What I love to do 
and do my best at DEPENDS on the quality of  the depth of  the water 
that nonetheless causes no drowning.
If  what I love to do and do my best at invites nothing but poverty and 
derision, am I truly doing what I am best at? Or should I set up my 
folding chair on my East Village sidewalk and engage in the out-of-
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fashion practice of  offering hellos and other permissible greetings?
Have others ignored your efforts to reach the moon on foot?
Have 45 years betrayed you as well?
Have you also tried and failed to name each breeze correctly?
I do not have 45 more years to try to learn something, to wander around 
a cluttered, half-lit mansion that—decades into some esoteric, earth-
deep lie—reveals it is nothing more than a small forest at the edge of  a 
suburb, and later, the darkness of  a janitor’s closet.
But how even a closet can crawl the distance of  a neural continent—
And in the city of  closets every other adult screams at Robert Frost—
 (why is it everyone wants Robert Frost to go away so painfully?)
“If  you want to live, you have to write for money,” each person says. 
Will they deport the poets who did not complete the dying of  their 
closets and who did not adequately conceal the cracks in each page, 
their roving embarrassments of  plumage?
Look how the scratches on my legs become mosquitoes when the writing 
begins! And on my wrists, see the still-sentient welts of  deceased garden 
pests! 
In the city of  closets where it is still safe to write, it is also still summer, 
and it is where each hole in the sun will lose its light just as all the 
windows do—
such bites taken out of  a building that walked this far on its own.

BOB HEMAN:
If  you know where the words will lead it becomes less fun.

P. L. SANCHEZ
*1. Those who say they find poetry everywhere have never read the 
      Yellow Pages from 2003.*
*2. Next up: eight sonnets about the phone book.*
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GEORGE KALAMARAS:
Now is the time, he heard him say, for the wild lyrical bird to take flight.
It is the time for possum-throat and bones lodged in the sky.
Now is the time for the burning forests to reverse their fires.
For oak, sycamore, and elm in Indiana to dampen themselves and bow 
   down to bursting Colorado pines.
Now is the time for the clocks to turn inward.
To go mad with the hoof  and mouth disease of  time.
The time for what we take as time to dissolve. Reverse. Resolve.
Redbone. Bluetick. Black and Tan Coonhound howl in southern
   Indiana hollers.
Shagbark hickory. Sassafras. Cottonwood. Catalpa.
Empty space floating through what is not empty, as the hollow bones
   of  birds find flight.
Now is the time for the animals of  the night to sun themselves in
   the moon’s leaves.
For the workings, the cravings, the moon’s worms to soil themselves as 
   they move the night and through it.

TORRIN GREATHOUSE:
instructions for loving a body [like a wounded bird] / 1. remember 
/ split anything open / it’s gonna look like a mouth / & what good is 
a mouth but for filling / with words // remember / when you feel / 
faggot / or tranny / or corpse waiting to happen / spill red from your 
chest / you aren’t the one who put them in there // 2. you are only as 
broken as glass / before it becomes mosaic / as a gene when it divides 
/ & stitches itself  into something new // 3. there are crooked bodies / 
[just like yours] / floating on the hot wind / man & woman / stitched 
/ into one / you do not have to choose // 4. Sometimes the dust / that 
weighs you down / is what keeps you alive // 5. & we will keep dancing 
/ & singing / & living / even if  it is on / our own graves // we will 
learn to love the quakes / that hijack our spines // 6. their looks mean 
nothing / feel the fractures that run / like children through your bones
// you are not too young / to be broken // 7. make a list of  everything 
you are /that threatens to swallow you // [queer / trans / schizo / 
cripple] // write this in red ink / it’s okay if  it reminds you of  blood // 
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swallow this paper whole // 8. remember / split anything open / it’s 
gonna look like a mouth / you can make your whole body / a grin //
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